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Abstract. We introduce a new lexical resource integrated in the Semantic Web called lemonUby which is the result of a largescale population of the lemon lexicon model. This was achieved by converting a number of UBY lexica standardized according
to UBY-LMF to the lemon format: English WordNet, FrameNet, VerbNet, Wiktionary and OmegaWiki, and German Wiktionary
and OmegaWiki. lemonUby is significantly linked – both at the sense level within its component resources and to other lexical
resources and terminology repositories in the Linguistic Linked Open Data cloud.
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1. Introduction
Recently, the language resource community has begun to explore the opportunities offered by the Semantic Web, lead by the formation of the Linguistic Linked
Open Data (LLOD) cloud and an increasing interest in
making use of Linked Open Data principles in the context of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Linguistics [8]. The use of RDF supports data integration
and offers a large body of tools for accessing this data,
and furthermore, the linked data approach gives rise
to novel research questions in the context of language
resources and their application.
For lexical resources, data integration has been
in the focus of interest for many years, resulting in
numerous mappings and linkings of lexica, as well
as standards for representing lexical resources, such
as the ISO 24613:2008 Lexical Markup Framework
(LMF) [13]. In this context, the LLOD cloud can be
considered as a new data integration platform, enabling linkings not only between lexical resources, but
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also between lexical resources and other language resources.
Many lexical resources have already been included
in the LLOD cloud, e.g., WordNet, Wikipedia (DBpedia [3]), and Wiktionary, as well as integrated resources, such as an integrated version of WordNet and
Wiktionary[25], or of WordNet and Wikipedia (BabelNet, [28]). There has also been some work towards the
integration of FrameNet [2] to the Semantic Web [27].
All these resources provide a substantial body of lexical knowledge, including semantic relations, multilingual information and encyclopedic knowledge.
However, what is missing in the LLOD cloud is
a large-scale lexical resource rich in lexical information on verbs, including aspects such as syntactic behaviour and how semantic arguments of verbs
can be realised syntactically. Such information is
crucial for lexicalizing relational knowledge which
is often expressed by using verbs, e.g., the relation
like(Experiencer, T heme) can be lexicalized syntactically as "NP likes NP".
lemon, a lexicon model for representing and sharing ontology lexica, has been proposed as a common interchange format for lexical resources on the
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Semantic Web[24]. Making use of a common interchange format is important, to integrate resources such
as FrameNet and WordNet, which have been characterised as complementary resources [1]. The RDF version of FrameNet currently available does not adhere
to an interchange format such as lemon, but is specific
to the underlying data model of FrameNet.
Independently from linked data principles and Semantic Web technology, the large-scale lexical-semantic
resource UBY [15] has been developed1 . UBY is based
on LMF and has currently integrated 10 lexical resources in English and German. A subset of these resources is interlinked at the word sense level. The dataset presented in this paper, lemonUby, is the result
of converting a selection of UBY lexica to the lemon
format: it contains interoperable and interlinked versions of WordNet, FrameNet, VerbNet [18], English
and German Wiktionary 2 , and the English and German entries of OmegaWiki 3 .
To summarize, our contributions are threefold: (i)
an interlinked lexical resource rich in linguistic information on verbs, (ii) a mapping of the lexicon model
UBY-LMF to lemon, and (iii) the linking of lemonUby
to other language resources in the LLOD cloud.

2. Representing lexical-semantic resources as
Linked Data: Lemon
There has been significant work towards integrating lexical resources using RDF and Semantic Web
principles [7], and many resources have already been
converted to RDF, notably the conversion of WordNet
[32]. They provided a simple mapping from WordNet
to RDF, and augmented it with OWL semantics so that
reasoning could be applied to the structure of the resource. However, the format chosen for this resource
was specific to the underlying data model of WordNet.
For this reason, the lemon model[24] was proposed
that supports publishing lexical-semantic resources as
linked data on the basis of the following principles:
LMF-based : To allow easy conversion from nonlinked data resources.
RDF-native : Publishing as linked data, with RDFS
and OWL used to describe the semantics of the
model.
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Fig. 1. The core of the lemon model

Modular : Separation of lexicon and ontology layers,
so that lemon lexica can be linked to existing ontologies in the linked data cloud.
Externally defined data categories : Linking to data
categories in annotation terminology repositories,
rather than being limited to a specific part-ofspeech tag set.
Principle of least power : The smaller the model and
the less expressive the language, the wider its
adoption and the higher the reusability of the
data[30].
This core model is illustrated in Fig. 1, which defines the basic elements used by all lexica published as
linked data. In addition to this there are a number of
modules used to model linguistic description, syntax,
morphology and relationships between lexica 4 .
lemon has been used as a basis for integrating the
data of the English Wiktionary, a (human-readable)
dictionary created along ‘wiki’ principles, with the
RDF version of WordNet [25]. lemon’s similarity to
the WordNet model made this conversion straightforward, with only the need for a slight change in modelling to accommodate inflectional variants of lexical
entries.

1 http://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/uby/
2 http://www.wiktionary.org
3 http://www.omegawiki.org

4 More detail of the model and descriptions of the modules can
be found at http://lemon-model.net
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3. Large-scale integration of lexical-semantic
resources: UBY and UBY-LMF
UBY is both a network of interlinked lexicalsemantic resources and a project on continuous integration and linking of lexical resources for NLP applications. It is motivated by the observation that an essential requirement in NLP is the availability of a wide
range of lexical resources that can be used for many
different NLP tasks. In a continuous process, such resources are integrated into UBY by means of (i) making them inter-operable and (ii) linking them to other
resources in UBY at the sense level.
In UBY, interoperability is achieved by standardizing lexical resources according to UBY-LMF [10,11],
a lexicon model which is a full-fledged instantiation of
the ISO standard LMF, specifically for NLP.
In comparison to the lemon lexicon model, UBYLMF is similar in two aspects: first it is LMF-based,
and second, it uses externally defined data categories
from ISOCat.5 In contrast to lemon, however, UBYLMF is based on two quite different principles:
Principle of Adoption : UBY-LMF has been designed
to fully cover a wide range of heterogeneous lexical resources without information loss.
Independence of implementation : UBY-LMF is independent of any particular implementation. There
are many ways to implement an LMF lexicon
model [14], including RDF.
UBY-LMF, is currently represented in two ways:
first, as a DTD, and second, as a Java Object-Relational
Mapping by means of the Hibernate framework6 ,
which allows mapping any instance of UBY-LMF either to a SQL database or to an XML file. Both ways
of representing UBY-LMF do not require the use of
globally unique identifiers (URIs). However, an implementation of UBY-LMF in RDF would be possible as
well.
An implementation of LMF to include URIs has already been suggested[14]. In fact, providing lexical
resources, in particular interlinked resources such as
UBY, as linked data is a very natural step to take and
allows us to integrate UBY-LMF-based resources with
other resources previously converted to RDF.
As a first step into this direction, we performed a
mapping of UBY-LMF to lemon which allows conversion of lexical resources in UBY-LMF format to lemon
5 http://www.isocat.org/rest/dcs/484
6 http://www.hibernate.org
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format. Apart from the fact that the mapping of UBYLMF to lemon is an interesting task per se, because
lemon links lexical resources and ontologies, there is
another reason for this mapping. The LMF standard is
not an open standard (in the sense that its specification
is not freely available), while lemon provides an interchange format which fully complies with open data
and open access principles.
Although both UBY-LMF and lemon are based on
LMF, the mapping revealed substantial differences
which are mainly due to the fact that lemon is a model
for ontology lexica where the lexicon and ontology
layers are kept separate. Thus, sense representations
in lemon primarily consist of references to the associated ontology where a rich and domain-specific sense
definition is provided. The development of UBY-LMF,
on the other hand, has been driven by the requirement
to cover a large variety of lexical information types,
which ranges from morphology and lexical syntax to
lexical semantics and the mapping between syntactic
and semantic arguments. Thus, the resulting lexicon
model makes use of very fine-grained sense specifications which are often grounded in linguistic theories,
e.g. Frame Semantics (the basis of FrameNet) or the
Levin alternation classes of verbs [21] (the basis of
VerbNet).
4. Converting UBY lexica to lemon: lemonUby
The actual conversion of UBY lexica to lemon
was achieved by means of an XML style sheet transform 7 . The following UBY lexica were converted:
WordNet, FrameNet, VerbNet, English and German
Wiktionary, and the English and German entries of
OmegaWiki. Pairs of these resources are linked at
the sense level: there are monolingual links between
VerbNet–FrameNet8 , VerbNet–WordNet9 , WordNet–
FrameNet [31,20], as well as between WordNet–
Wiktionary [26]. Moreover, lemonUby provides crosslingual links between WordNet and the German OmegaWiki [15], also including the inter-language links
already given in OmegaWiki.
The resulting resource lemonUby has been published at http://lemon-model.net/lexica/
7 The XSL file can be downloaded at https://raw.
github.com/jmccrae/lemon.api/master/src/main/
resources/xslt/ubylmf2lemon.xsl
8 http://verbs.colorado.edu/semlink/
9 http://verbs.colorado.edu/~mpalmer/
projects/verbnet
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uby and is available under an open CC-BY-SA license. The choice of a share-alike license was due to
UBY being published under the same license. Statistics for the resources are given in table 110 .
lemonUby nicely illustrates how the two lexicon
models represent senses in different ways:
– In line with previous authors [25], synsets in
WordNet and OmegaWiki are considered as ontology classes. Hypernym relationships stated in
the lexicon are mapped directly to subclass relationships in the ontology. In UBY-LMF, Synset is
part of the lexicon.
– The semantic predicate in UBY-LMF is used to
represent semantic frames from FrameNet [11];
frames consist of senses which evoke the same
situation with participants. Thus, senses in the
same semantic frame are semantically related, but
not synonymous; e.g., the verbs love and hate are
both in the same frame. In lemon a broader sense
is used to capture semantic predicates.
– VerbNet verb classes and their hierarchical organization correspond to subcat[egorization] frame
set in UBY-LMF. VerbNet classes group verbs
that share the same syntactic subcategorization
frame, semantic roles, selectional restrictions, and
semantic predicate. Although the resulting verb
classes are semantically coherent, the semantic
relatedness of verb senses in a VerbNet class is
much more distant that in FrameNet, e.g., the
verbs believe, swear and doubt are in the same
class. Verb classes in lemon are represented by a
broader sense as well. The hierarchic organisation
of VerbNet classes is thus lost, but this can be reconstructed by means of an axiomatic description
of subcategorization frames in order to create a
hierarchy similar as in the LexInfo linguistic ontology [23].
– Syntactic behaviour in UBY-LMF mainly provides information on subcategorization frames,
which are specified by means of syntactic arguments with rich morpho-syntactic information attached [9]. SyntacticBehaviour is merely a property instead of a node in lemon: in contrast to
LMF, there is no need for an explicit link between
senses and subcategorization frames. Instead this
information can be reconstructed from the synArg
- semArg mapping. Lexica which do not specify
10 At the time of submission, en.wiktionary.org resource was not
available, we expect to have this ready in time for final publication

Resource
WordNet
VerbNet
FrameNet
OmegaWiki English
OmegaWiki German
Wiktionary German

Triples
5,102,744
570,256
1,110,763
6,173,515
5,310,551
4,766,917

Total

23,034,746
Table 1
Number of triples for each resource

semantic arguments, e.g., GermaNet [19], must
provide a specific annotation to allow this information to be represeneted.
– Translations are represented differently. UBYLMF uses Equivalent for translations that are not
sense-disambiguated [22], where as lemon requires that this link is made at the sense level.
In the case where it was not possible to infer the
sense, the lexical entries a ‘stub’ lexical entry
with a single sense.11
To sum up, most of the differences between UBY-LMF
and lemon derive from the fact that lemon keeps the
lexicon and ontology layers separate. In this way, sense
representations in lemon are more compact compared
to the more distributed sense representations in UBYLMF.

5. Linking lemonUby to lexical-semantic resources
As UBY is derived from existing resources the simplest links to create are those to other RDF versions of
the resources that compose UBY. For WordNet these
links are simply created by mapping the data of UBY
to the linked data version of WordNet 3.0 12 . Here, we
provided links at both the sense level and at the lexical entry level (lexical entries are “words” in WordNet
3.0). We found that this worked apart from 7 senses
that did not map, which we believe is due to a bug in
the WordNet API.
In addition, we provided links to two existing resources that are also widely used, firstly to RDF WordNet 2.0 [32]. As the sense identifiers are different to
the WordNet version used by UBY we only attempted

11 UBY-LMF can also represent sense-disambiguated translations by means of a sense axis which connects senses from different
lexica.
12 http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/lod/wn30/
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Uby Resource

Other Resource

Links (Percentage of Uby
resource)

WordNet
WordNet

WordNet 3.0
WordNet 2.0

206,773 (99.9%)
84,416 (40.8%)

WordNet

Wiktionary
76,294 (36.9%)
Table 2
Number of external links created between lemonUby and other resources in the LLOD cloud

to link at the lexical entry level, using the assumption
that the lemmas were the same. Secondly, we linked
to the RDF export of Wiktionary 13 . For this resource,
we first linked the WordNet data on the lexical entry level using the lemma and part-of-speech information. This was mostly effective, however some elements were initially missing due to category misalignment (Wiktionary has “Initialism” as a part-of-speech,
for example for “IBM”, whereas WordNet counts these
as nouns); we added manual corrections to compensate
for this. Statistics for all mappings are given in table 2.

6. Linking lemonUby with terminology
repositories and corpora
In UBY-LMF, most of the linguistic terms used
(e.g. values of the attribute part-of-speech) are linked
to standardized descriptions of their meaning in ISOCat 14 , the implementation of the ISO 12620:2009
Data Category Registry. As the mapping of UBY-LMF
to lemon preserves this linking, lemonUby is linked to
ISOCat as well. The content of ISOCat is also available
as Linked Data [33], and therefore, provides a possible way to interconnect lemonUby with other LLOD
resources at the level of linguistic data categories.
However, ISOCat does currently not contain an explicit license statement, even though its content is
available over the internet. While people involved
(Menzo Windhouwer, p.c., June 2012) believe that a
publication under an open license would be appreciated, it has not been clarified whether the restrictive
licensing policy of the ISO that applies to the ISOcat
technical specifications also extends to the ISOcat data
categories. A similar problem persists with the General Ontology of Linguistic Description [12, GOLD]
15 , another LLOD-linked terminology repository.
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Within the LLOD cloud, the Ontologies of Linguistic Annotation (OLiA,[4,6]) represent a repository
of annotation terminology that act as a central reference hub for linguistic annotations in about 70 languages, for which they provide formal definitions of
annotation schemes for various linguistic phenomena
as OWL/DL ontologies. Further, OLiA establishes interoperability between different annotation schemes by
linking them to an overarching ‘Reference Model’.
Through the OLiA Reference Model, interoperability
with community-maintained data category registries
can be achieved, as it is linked to both GOLD and
ISOCat. Unlike these evolving repositories that aim
for definitions and categories that are generally applicable, the OLiA Reference Model only serves as an
aggregation point for the annotation schemes directly
linked to it. It generalizes over these schemes, interprets them against other terminology repositories, and
thereby provides a stable interface between linguistic
annotations and these repositories in-the-making.
The evolving character of ISOCat, for example, is
evident from its appeal as a semistructured, extendable
list that seems to be accumulative rather than normative: Data providers can augment the repository with
their own data categories,16 but ISOcat does not provide a formalism to define their relationship. The small
set of relations between data categories it does provide
are optional and not consistently applied. A relation
category registry that has been announced for this purpose [29] is not yet in common usage.
An ontology-based approach allows to express complex relationships among reference categories and between reference categories and annotations. For the
linking of Uby to the OLiA Reference Model, we
created an ontology for the morphosyntactic concepts
used in UBY-LMF, that redefined the enumeration of
categories in the DTD was redefined with more elaborate hierarchical structures. This ontology is linked
to the OLiA Reference Model by subClassOf relationships between its concepts and the Reference Model.
As this linking is an interpretation, it is physically separated in an independent ‘Linking Model’, because different interpretations may be possible.
This interpretation may be complex: Many annotation schemes for Germanic languages postulate a category ‘determinerPossessive’, and so does Uby, for possessive pronouns like his house. However, this con-

13 http://wiktionary.dbpedia.org
14 http://www.isocat.org/
15 http://linguistics-ontology.org/

16 Shown for example by largely equivalent, but distinct data categories ‘noun’: DC-1333, DC-2704, DC-3347.
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flates independent levels of analysis, syntax (determiners mark nouns as noun phrases), and semantics (pronouns “stand in for” nouns). Pronouns can have different syntactic functions, attributive pronouns can modify nouns (as in his house), substitutive pronouns represent independent noun phrases (as in that’s him).
In a terminology repository, however, these functions
should be carefully distinguished, as there are languages where no category ‘determiner’ exists (e.g.,
Russian, which nevertheless has attributive pronouns),
or where attributive pronouns are not necessarily determiners (e.g., in Italian la donna mia). Accordingly, the
linking defines the Uby determinerPossessive as Determiner and AttributivePronoun and PossessivePronoun. Another example for a complex linking is ‘ingForm’, conventionally used for verb forms like talking in English. This category represents a languagespecific merger of present participles (he is speaking,
Old English -inde) and gerunds (he finished speaking,
Old English -inge). The linking provides a languageneutral definition as PresentParticiple or Gerund, so
that categories across different languages can be compared more easily.17
The OLiA ontologies (and the terminology repositories it is linked with) have been applied as a component
of the lemon model before [24], and (as part of their
original motivation), they can be used to represent,
compare and integrate linguistic annotations in corpora
on the basis of formal concepts rather than arbitrary
strings [5], and in this function, they also enjoy a certain popularity in NLP applications [16]. In a Linked
Data context, they explicitly allow to compare the linguistic categories used in Uby with the morphosyntactic annotations in linguistic corpora, if these are represented in RDF. An RDF version of the MASC corpus
[17] has been produced, a resource that also provides
FrameNet and WordNet annotations, and whose annotations can thus be directly compared with and combined with Uby resources. Information integration between Uby and corpora is one of the goals we aim to
achieve with lemonUby.

17 It should be noted that such a complex linking requires the use
of operators like and and or in the linking, to capture this information, OLiA ontologies employ OWL/DL. The direct mapping between annotations and reference concepts originally advocated for
ISOCat and GOLD cannot represent this information.

7. Conclusion
We have presented a new linked data resource called
lemonUby, which combines data from the standardized lexical resource UBY with the principled model,
lemon, for representing lexical data on the web. This
resource provides not only rich information about
many lexical entries in two languages, it is also significantly linked both within its component resources and
to other lexical resources and terminology repositories
on the web.
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